ALL DOWELS & PENETRATING FASTENERS TO BE ENCAPSULATED W/ SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE

SOPREMA ALSAN RS BONDING COAT W/ BROADCAST QUARTZ SILICA APPLIED OVER MEMBRANE.

TERMINATE SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE AT OUTSIDE FACE OF WALL.

MASONRY COPING STONE SET IN MORTAR BED AS REQUIRED.

ACCEPTABLE DRAINAGE/PROTECTION BOARD BY SOPREMA.

CONCRETE OR MASONRY WALL IN SOUND STRUCTURAL CONDITION.

PREPARE, LEVEL & PATCH SUBSTRATE W/ ALSAN RS PASTE OR ACCEPTABLE PATCHING MORTAR PRIOR TO APPLICATION OF SOPREMA ALSAN RS PRIMER & MEMBRANE (TYP.)

(2) PLY SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE FLASHING EXTEND TOP PLY 4" (10cm) MIN. HORIZONTALLY ONTO PREPARED & PRIMED SUBSTRATE.

ASSURE FULL SATURATION OF FLEECE & CONTACT W/SUBSTRATE.

SOPREMA ALSAN RS FIELD MEMBRANE

(5cm) MIN. (5cm) MIN.

NOTES:
1. DETAIL TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION WITH SOPREMA GENERAL REQUIREMENTS, APPLICATION METHODS AND APPROVED DETAILS.
2. APPLY TOPCOAT OF SOPREMA ALSAN RS OVER MEMBRANE & BROADCAST TO REFUSAL WITH KILN–DRIED QUARTZ SILICA AT AREAS WHERE NEW MORTAR WILL CONTACT SOPREMA ALSAN RS MEMBRANE.